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Introduction
Computer scientists have constructed a hierarchy [4] of degrees of difficulty for problems. At the bottom are problems solvable in polynomial time, a class now known to include linear programs. The next level is the class of NP-complete problems, which includes integer programming, travelling salesman problems, and many others [2] . These first two classes of problem are denoted by £{j and £j, with an infinite sequence of problem classes ]£j believed to be of increasing difficulty. R. Jeroslow [3] shows that the problem of finding the optimal objective value in an (L + l)-level linear program is at least as hard as solving problems in the class Y?l°f the polynomial-time hierarchy. The version of multi-level LPs in [3] assumes that, when a player has alternatives that are equally favorable in terms of his own objective, he will make the choice most favorable to the player whose move immediately preceded his. This is an essential feature of the construction [3, page 149 and formulas (4.2) and (4. 3)].
The possibility arises that the behavior of players in multiple optima situations increases the complexity of the problem. We show this is not the case. As in [3] , we construct programs whose difficulty is as great as the different levels of the polynomial-time hierarchy. However, in our programs, the optimal solution at each level will be unique.
We think the programs here are simpler than previous constructions.
The special case of bilevel LPs that are NP-complete has been given in [ To obtain the b h , let S = {(n,t)\l < n < N, 1 < t < 4} and
There is an S v such that (2) (4) It is easy to see that the unique optimal solution to the problem for player will make Di = 6(Xi), where 6(t) is the distance from t to the nearest integer and Q = min{.6, \u -£a,X<|}.
Let c > max{ai},t 6 /. For 1 < j < L the objective for player j is max (-l)'g -2' +2 c^f t-£ 6,X,- We begin with a technical result whose main content is that the value of Q dominates the part of the objective due to the e t .
Lemma 3 Suppose that X, and X, are integer, with Q, Q determined by player 0. If S(u) < .25 and Q^Q , then \Q -Q\ > .35. Moreover,
Proof: Since the a,-are integer, there is only one value of Z)^t^» which produces Q^. 6, and this gives Q = S(u) < .25. The "moreover" follows from £ e, < .3 and < X, < 1. we replace u by u' these lead to Q*' and Q'. Each of Q*,Q is either .6 or < .25. Q* = Q = .6 implies Q*' = Q> = .6. Q\ Q < .25 implies Q = Q and Q*' = Q' = 0. In these cases, the choice for player L between X* and X depends on the e part of the objective, which is unaffected by the change from u to u'. If Q* = .6 and Q < .25, then Q*' = .6 and Q = 0. In this case L is trying to maximize Q, and .6 is better than 0. The case Q* < .25 and Q = .6 is similar.
We have established that the solution of the multi-level LP given by (3) , (4) 
